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Sinopse

Do not limit yourself because no dream is too big – A phrase that Haitian socialite Kadda Sheekoff used a lot. With his unique fashionable and
charisma, Kadda Sheekoff’s journey to becoming a public figure and entrepreneur began with a bang. Do you feel “stuck in a rut” or dissatisfied
with your life but believe there is little you can do about it? Do you want to move forward in life, but you don’t seem to be able to do so? If so,
you’re probably limiting yourself. The good news is that you can do something about it. You can take control of your thoughts, change your beliefs,
and take action to move your life forward says Kadda Sheekoff. Kadda Sheekoff has become a leader and role model for many and he hopes to
give back to his community by giving them something to relate to and be inspired by through his Good heart. For those who not familiar with
Kadda Sheekoff, Kadda Sheekoff has been writing songs since he was 11 “I first dreamt about making music but when I realized making music in
Haitian Creole couldn’t help me get where I wanted to be so I switch, late 2019 I write a song in English mix with French. I did pretty well then
COVID-19 hit hard, so when I catch the Coronavirus I started to write a book,” says Kadda Sheekoff. “Don’t limit yourself. Many people limit
themselves to what they think they can do. You can go as far as your mind lets you. What you believe, remember, you can achieve.” Too often do
people limit themselves by not being sure of their success. I know many great individuals with huge potential who just don’t try new things because
they fear failure, who don’t feel comfortable in their own skin and as a result don’t approach new people or speak up. That’s an awful way to live
life. Because — we’re all equally gifted and it’s all a matter of choice and initiative whether we’ll become the best version of ourselves or live an
average life. But if you stop limiting yourself, big transformations will start happening in every area of your life right away said Kadda. It doesn’t
come without risk. We can’t stay in our comfort zones and expand at the same time. Growing is going to be uncomfortable. It’s even going to feel
wrong. Do it anyway. The only way to get a bigger comfort zone is to do things outside it until they don’t scare you anymore. Then repeat, he
quoted.

História completa

Haitian socialite Kadda Sheekoff has set a great example to people in Haiti on how they can achieve their dreams. With his foundation
‘KaddAffection’, the entrepreneur has helped many kids from the streets of Port-au-Prince. He helps young actors and musicians set their feet
towards attaining their goals with the right guidance and encouragement. Kadda strongly believes in the phrase, “Do not limit yourself because no
dream is too big”. So he is walking on his dream path for years and now aims to help others grow too. Kadda Sheekoff himself is a music artist
and worked devotedly to establish his career. From the age of 11, he has been writing songs. His dream is to collaborate with Blanche Bailly,
Stanley Enow, Yemi Alade, and Chidinma. He shares, “I first dreamt about making music, but when I realized making music in Haitian Creole
couldn’t help me get where I wanted to be, so I switch, late 2019 I write a song in English mix with French. I did pretty well then COVID-19 hit
hard, so when I catch the Coronavirus, I started to write a book.” The year 2019 was tough for Kadda. By the end of 2019, the artist lost his
Instagram account with more than 30k followers. Now, he is back and makes sure he not only builds his career on social media again but also help
more Haitians to fulfil their dreams. With his social work and foundation, Kadda Sheekoff wants to give back to his community. He is a role model
and an inspiration to many who have the ability to work towards the betterment of residents of Haiti. In March 2021, Popl announced Kadda
Sheekoff as the International Ambassador. Through the ambassadorship program, the Popl Co hopes to promote its message to an even wider
audience. Popl helps people instantly share their digital business cards, social media, music, payment platforms, and contact information by simply
tapping the phone to somebody else’s phone.
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